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Sorry, we're booked spells out marketing principles that are easy to deploy
* Low cost or free marketing strategies
* Pick up techniques to attract a broader customer base
* Learn the art of the subtle sale that wins new clients
* Convince existing customers to maintain regular bookings
&#x22;Sorry, we're booked.&#x22; Those words are like a warm hug for any business
owner. It suggests your livelihood is on the up. That's precisely the intent of this
marketing class, to create that euphoric state of being busy in business.
With the principles and guidelines contained in my course, you'll learn strategies you
can immediately employ to bump up sales and bring more clients through the door.
Whether you're a bespoke suit maker or a travel consultant, Sorry, We're Booked is
chock-full of broadly applicable techniques that can turbo charge the revenues of any
business.
Worried that your limited marketing budget isn't up to the challenge of meeting your
business goals? This structured marketing book explores effective techniques that are
either low cost or absolutely free, costing you nothing but time and a bit of creative
thinking!
My easy-to-follow book focuses on the subtleties of seduction marketing; you'll
discover how to sweep customers off their feet with a soft-touch sales pitch.
Buy now and savor the feeling of uttering those words, &#x22;Sorry, we're
booked.&#x22;
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